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In the documentation, Stormshield Data Security is referred to in its short form: SDS.

This document is not exhaustive and minor changes may have been included in this version.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.3 new
features

Smart cards/tokens
SDS Enterprise accounts can now be created via TPM-based (Trusted PlatformModule) virtual
smart cards. This feature is not support in Windows 7.

SDS Enterprise is now compatible with Microsoft’s Cryptography API: Next Generation (CNG). As
such, cryptographic media such as smart cards or tokens can be used without the need to install
proprietary middleware for each medium.

These devices can only be compatible if the vendor of the cryptographic medium has published
smart card minidrivers with Microsoft. Windows will then automatically install the required drivers
via Windows Update the first time the cryptographic medium is inserted.

For further information, refer to Microsoft documentation on CNG technology.

Microsoft Outlook 2013/2016 Edition
When a signed e-mail is received, the update of the address book can now be:

l Automatic when the e-mail is opened,

l Manual via a link in the yellow status banner at the bottom of the e-mail when it is opened.

These settings can be configured in Stormshield Data Authority Manager, in the Stormshield Data
Mail settings of themodel, or in the Stormshield Data Security Suite configuration if the
administrator allowed it in Stormshield Data Authority Manager.

When an encrypted e-mail is sent, if any of the required certificates is missing from the trusted
address book, or contains an error, the LDAP directory can be automatically queried. In this case,
the trusted address book will be updated.

This parameter can be configured in Stormshield Data Authority Manager, in themodel’s kernel
settings, in the section Automatic update of the address book, or in the properties.

A new mechanism now ensures that Stormshield Data Mail is enabled when Outlook starts.

Kernel

Connection window
There are now two distinct connection modes: via password and cryptographic medium (smart
card or token).

Accounts can be unlocked through action buttons and the unlock button appears dynamically
depending on the status of the chosen account.
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In smart card/token mode, you can select the cryptographic medium to use from a list.
Information about the account associated with the smart card/token appears together with the
account ID.

Account creation
In smart card/token mode, you can select the cryptographic medium on which you want to
create the user account.

Compatibility
The SDS Enterprise suite is now compatible with the Microsoft Windows 10 20H2 operating
system.

Documentation
An SDS Enterprise user guide is now available in HTML. Right-click on the icon in the Windows
task bar to refer to this guide, and select the User guidemenu.

Obsolete component
The Stormshield Data Mail Outlook 2007 Edition plugin is no longer a part of theSDS Suite.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.3 fixes

Installation
Administration privileges are now required on the workstation in order to install the suite. Without
these administration privileges, the installation may contain errors.

Themsi installer has been enhanced to manage privilege escalation better:

l In the installation wizard (double-click on the .msi file), a request to escalate privileges
appears. The installation ends when the request is denied.

l In user mode in command line, the suite will not be installed. In administrator mode, the suite
is installed transparently.

Kernel

Support reference 170496CW
CRLs are no longer pre-loaded when OCSP verification is enabled, so the verification of certificates
via an OCSP server will not be slowed down.

Support reference 176977CW
The control panel on the revocation controller no longer loses access points to the CRLs of
authorities found in the trusted address book.

Microsoft Outlook 2013/2016 Edition

Support reference 174354CW
If an encrypted e-mail is selected and the connection to SDS is denied, the connection window
no longer freezes and does not prevent the use of Outlook.

Outlook may wrongly disable the Microsoft Outlook 2013/2016 Edition module when it starts up.
This issue has been fixed.

The progress bar no longer appears twice when a signed e-mail is opened.

File

Support reference 171294CW
Previously, .box files above 2 GB could not be decrypted. The size limit is now the same as the
one that Windows imposes according to the format type adopted on themedium that hosts the
.box file.
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Team

Support reference 172954CW
The ACLs for a Windows folder are now always applied in the rule creation windows to
automatically form a user group of members from the same Team rule.

Authority Manager

Support reference: 176490CW
Multiple certificates can now be correctly exported when the option Group certificates of all users
in the same file is selected.
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Compatibility
Stormshield Data Security Enterprise is qualified on the following environments:

Operating system 32-bit 64-bit

Windows Seven SP1 X X

Windows 10 versions 1809, 1903, 1909 and 20H1 X X

Windows Server 2012 R2 (Remote Desktop Services or Citrix
Virtual Desktops modes).

X

Windows Server 2016 1607 version (Remote Desktop Services or
Citrix Virtual Desktops modes).

X

Windows Server 2019 (Remote Desktop Services or Citrix Virtual
Desktops modes).

X

Windows Microsoft SQL Server 2017 X
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Explanations on usage and known issues

Smart cards/tokens
The Stormshield Data Security middleware will not function if the Gemalto middleware is not
installed as well. To resolve this issue, you must install the Gemalto middleware and manually
reinstall the smart card minidrivers of the cryptographic medium in question.

The smart card reader for a cryptographic medium cannot be changed during the course of a
Windows session. If you have started using a smart card in a certain reader, you must restart
WIndows in order to use this card in another reader.

Kernel
Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.3 and upwards are not compatible with Windows RT 8.1
tablets.

Dysfunctions may occur when connecting two cryptographic devices (token and/or card) at the
same time on a workstation.

When the Windows setting for the size of the elements is set to more than 100%, the SDS band in
the connection window and in the "About" window does not display on the entire width of the
window.

When uninstalling the product, some files remain in the folders:

l C:\Program Files (x86)\Arkoon\Security BOX

l C:\Program Files\Arkoon\Security BOX

These files must bemanually removed.

When importing PGP keys, if the window Password required is resized, the buttons Cancel and OK
do not correctly display.

If the Windows Defender feature for the protection of folders against ransomware is enabled in
Windows, it is not possible to install the Suite with the executable package. You must use the
Windows Installer package (.msi) and install it with the command msiexec /i <nom_du_
package.msi> from a console with the administrator rights.
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Microsoft Outlook Edition
When the Outlook reading pane is disabled, simply double-clicking on a large encrypted
message will not open it. You must double-click twice on themessage.

In Windows Explorer, signed or encrypted .msg files cannot be opened in Outlook. Use the
workaround described in the StormshieldKnowledge base (identification required).

The encryption band does not display when writing a new encrypted email via the Start menu if
Outlook is not running. The email will thus be correctly encrypted.

The Mail add-in is not compatible with Kaspersky Outlook Anti-Virus Addin. If the certificates of the
recipient are not available, some e-mails can be sent as they are not encrypted.

On Outlook 2010, the e-mail icon pictured by an envelope can be displayed with the "read" status
when using the option Mark as unread on an e-mail secured by OpenPGP.

On Outlook 2016, when receiving e-mails including attachments, Outlook displays the size of the
attachments. When e-mails are encrypted, the size displayed is wrong. Outlook always displays
"0 byte".

With the version 16.0.4266.1003 of Outlook 2016, opening attachments with names including
special characters (UTF-16 format) and more than 100 characters closes themailbox. This issue
is fixed in the version 16.0.6825.1018 of Outlook.

In Outlook 2016, some signed e-mails with an attachment cannot be properly opened.

We do not recommend removing the smart card to lock a SDS card account whereas an e-mail is
being saved as the backup will not work. We recommend you to wait for the backup to be
completed before locking the account.

Authority Manager
When Virtual Disk volumes are automatically created, the customized names are not taken into
account.

Under Microsoft Windows Server 2016, it is not possible to distribute user accounts on a Samba
shared network.

Virtual Disk
A Virtual Disk volume is now considered as a removable device. It is thus not possible to eject the
volume: an error displays. The Unmount volumemenu in the contextual menu must be used.

When installing the Suite, the shortcut for the Stormshield Data Virtual Disk component does not
display on the desktop if the Windows Defender feature for the protection of folders against
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ransomware is enabled in Windows. However the entry is available in the Stormshield Data
Security Suite folder in the Start menu and may bemanually copied to the desktop.

Team
Under Microsoft Windows 10, when the user encrypts a folder, the Stormshield Data Security
padlock icon does not always display on encrypted files. However files are correctly encrypted.

Stormshield Data Team cannot support synchronized directories such as SharePoint, Dropbox,
Office 365, etc. and thus cannot encrypt them. We recommend you to exclude these directories
form the folders analyzed by Stormshield Data Team. To exclude directories, use the variable
Skipfolder which contains the list of excluded folders.
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Documentation
The following technical documentation resources are available on the Stormshield Technical
Documentation website. We suggest that you rely on these resources for a better application of all
features in this version.

Guides
l Stormshield Data Security Enterprise - Quick Start Guide

l Stormshield Data Security Enterprise - Installation and Implementation guide

l Stormshield Data Security Enterprise - Administration guide

l Stormshield Data Authority Manager - User Guide

l Stormshield Data Security Enterprise - User guide

l Stormshield Data Virtual Disk - User Guide

l Stormshield Data - User Guide

l Stormshield Data Mail Notes Edition - User Guide

l Stormshield Data Mail Outlook Edition - User Guide

l Stormshield Data Mail Outlook 2007 Edition - User Guide

l Stormshield Data Sign - User Guide

l Stormshield Data Team - User Guide

l Stormshield Data Shredder - User Guide

l Stormshield Data Connector - User Guide

Technical note
l SDS Easy : embedding a SNS PKI in a SDS Client
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Downloading this version

Going to your MyStormshield personal area

You need to go to your MyStormshield personal area in order to download the 9.3 version of
Stormshield Data Security Enterprise:

1. Log in to MyStormshield with your personal identifiers.

2. In the left panel, select Downloads.

3. In the right panel, select the relevant product and version.

Checking the integrity of the binary files

To check the integrity of Stormshield Data Security Enterprise binary files:

1. Enter one of the following commands and replace filename by the name of the file you want
to check:

l Linux operating system: sha256sum filename

l Windows operating system: CertUtil -hashfile filename SHA256

2. Compare with hashes provided on MyStormshield personal area, section Downloads.
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Previous versions of Stormshield Data Security
Enterprise 9.x

In this section, you will find the new features and fixes from previous versions of Stormshield
Data Security Enterprise 9.x.

9.2.5 SP3 Bug fixes

9.2.5 SP2 Bug fixes

9.2.5 SP1 Bug fixes

9.2.5 New features Bug fixes

9.2 New features Bug fixes

9.1.5 New features Bug fixes

9.1.4 SP1 New features Bug fixes

9.1.4 New features Bug fixes

9.1.3 New features Bug fixes

9.1.2 Bug fixes

9.1.1 New features Bug fixes

9.1 New features Bug fixes
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.2.5 SP 3
fixes

Trusted address book

Certificate issue when creating a group in the trusted address book

Support references 175120CW and 175124CW
When creating a local group in the trusted address book, SDS Enterprise did not find the right
certificate if selecting a coworker coming from the LDAP directory and who was in the local
address book as well. This issue has been fixed.

Team

Access to protected folders

Support reference 175404CW
Since the version 9.2.5 SP2, the access to a folder protected with the Teammodule could be
denied if the certificate of one of the coworkers was automatically updated through the LDAP
directory whereas this coworker was also in the SDS Enterprise address book.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.2.5 SP 2 fix

Connection to the SDS card account

Support references 172587CW and 164105PW
A compatibility issue between an encryption support of the type USB token and SDS prevented
the detection of the support and thus connection or disconnection from the SDS user account. As
a consequence, it was not possible to use the Suite. This issue has been fixed.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.2.5 SP 1
fixes

Connection to the SDS account

Support reference 162920PW
When a user logged on a SDS 9.2.5 account, in some cases the connection window stayed
blocked while searching for updates. This issue has been fixed.

Authority Manager

Support reference 162836PW
In the SDAM, searching for users whose certificate was expiring less than threemonths or less
than onemonth after failed. This issue has been fixed.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.2.5 new
features

Virtual Disk/File/Team
During the selection of peers for the Virtual Disk, File and Teammodules, a button in the window
now makes it possible to reset the selection to go back to the list of peers as it was before the
selection window was opened.

Searches for users by first and last name in the peer selection window now include the e-mail
address fields in certificates.

Team
When a Team rule is created, SDS Enterprise suggests a predefined list of users who hold the
Windows permissions that enable accessing the folder concerned.

When a rule is changed, the user will be able to look up this list by clicking on the link
Suggestions fromWindows permissions and choose whether to add the users concerned.

Microsoft Outlook 2013/2016 Edition
SDS Enterprise now prevents secure messages in RTF from being sent because in some cases,
they could not be decrypted. A message will prompt the user to change the format.

Revocation controller
The performance of the revocation controller has been enhanced.

Creation of an account and password
The local account creation interface has been enhanced to make it easier to use.

The interface in which passwords are changed now corresponds to the new account creation
interface, and displays the password policy defined in Stormshield Data Authority Manager.

Kernel
Like version 9.2.0, the SDS Enterprise suite is compatible with 32- and 64-bit Microsoft Windows
10 1909 operating systems.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.2.5 fixes

Team/Virtual Disk

Support reference 170811CW
When encrypting a folder with the Teammodule or when creating a disk with the Virtual Disk
module, the selected certificate for the current user was not always themost recent if several
certificates were valid at the time of the operation. SDS Enterprise now selects themost recent
valid certificate.

Mail Outlook 2013/2016 Edition

Support reference 164050CW
Messages that are encrypted with SDS Enterprise and flagged with a red tracking indicator are
now displayed correctly.

Kernel

Support reference 165575CW
As of version 9.2 of SDS Enterprise, the solution uses the SCardSrv service to detect smart cards.
SDS Enterprise now no longer attempts to communicate continuously with this service when it is
not in use, so that CPU resources will not be consumed unnecessarily.

Suite

Support reference 167927CW
When users read encrypted or signed messages, or look for other users in the LDAP directory, an
authentication request window would sometimes appear unexpectedly and repeatedly. This
issue has been fixed.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.2 New
features

Virtual Disk/File/Team
The Stormshield Data Virtual Disk, File and Teammodules now offer a new window in which
coworkers can be selected in order to facilitate searches; this can be done both in the
Stormshield Data Security trusted address book as well as in the LDAP directory, if there is one.
The window is the same across all modules.

When searches are performed in the LDAP directory from this window, coworkers found in the
trusted address book will be automatically added. There is therefore no need to ensure that
coworkers are already in the address book before starting encryption operations.

Trusted address book
The new selection window described above can now also be used to create or modify certificate
groups in the SDS trusted address book.

Sign
The Stormshield Data Sign module now allows documents to be signed with SHA-512.

Virtual Disk
The issuer and serial number of each certificate are now entered in the list of users that can be
accessed from the .vbox or . vboxsave files.

Mail Outlook 2013/2016 Edition
The Stormshield Data Mail Outlook Edition now makes it possible to send messages signed with
SHA-512.

Authority Manager
SDAM now runs in Windows Server 2019.

You can now generate and renew certificates that have been signed by a certificate authority
using SHA-512.

You can now import certificates that have been signed with SHA-512 and generated by an
external PKI.

SHA-512 is now selected by default in the Stormshield Data Mail and Sign modules.
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SDAM now makes it possible to simultaneously revoke certificates for several users from the user
management panel. Previously, the relevant certificates had to be revoked individually in the
Certification authority menu.

Smart cards
The feature that detects smart cards for authentication to the Stormshield Data Security account
has been reviewed and improved.

Kernel
SDS Enterprise is now compatible with Windows 10 1903 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.2 Fixes

Authority Manager

Support reference 158911PW
In SDAM, searches for users whose IDs contain apostrophes now function properly.

Kernel

Support reference 163047CW
During the renewal of certificate trust chains, whenever the trusted address book kept both trust
chains, encrypted messages would fail to send as the Stormshield Data Security revocation
controller would apply the previous chain despite it being invalid. The controller now applies the
new and valid trust chain.

Team

Support reference 162446CW
Google Drive File Stream can now be used on workstations equipped with the Stormshield Data
Teammodule, but it cannot be secured. For more information, refer to the limitations of the
Stormshield Data Teammodule.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.5 New
features

Kernel
SDS Enterprise is now compatible with Windows 10 1809 32 and 64-bit operating system.

In the case of SDS accounts secured by smart cards, a new registry key makes possible to
configure the display time of themessage asking for the card to be inserted when a user tries to
perform an operation with SDS whereas the card account session is locked or disconnected.

SDS Enterprise now supports the verification of a certificate revocation thanks to the OCSP
protocol.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.5 Fix

Stormshield Data Security diagnosis

Support reference 161689CW
In the Windows Start menu, themenu for the Stormshield tracing tool in the Stormshield Data
Security Suite folder was renamed “Stormshield Tracing".
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.4 SP2
New feature

Kernel
SDS Enterprise now supports the certificates signed with the SHA-512 algorithm. You can import
and export them in the SDS Enterprise directory.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.4 SP2
Fixes

Kernel

Support reference 158139CW
The import and export of P7B certificates were not possible. The support of the SHA512 algorithm
now fixes this issue.

Support reference 159620CW
In the Stormshield Data Security Enterprise directory, the button Refresh in a certificate’s state
window did not work if this one was not first closed and opened again. Now the Refresh button
refreshes the state of the certificate as soon as the window is opened.

Team

Support reference 158658CW
An issue when uninstalling the Stormshield Data Teammodule on Windows Server 2012 R2 has
been fixed. It occurred after a Windows update.

Authority Manager

Support reference 158430CW
The feature To associate to users not yet associated used to associate users with LDAP entries
now works properly.

Mail Outlook 2013/2016 Edition

Support reference 157579PW
In the case of smart card authentication, when the user used to send a secured e-mail, the
security could be automatically disabled and the e-mail could be sent in plain text if the card was
not inserted in the reader or if an error occurred with the card. The problem has been resolved and
now the encrypted e-mail will not be sent as long as the user has not connected again to his SDS
account.

What’s more, when there was a mail add-in published by another software publisher (for example
Titus) installed in Outlook in addition to Stormshield Data Security Enterprise, Outlook could ignore
the security of e-mails. This problem has been resolved.

Support reference 159086CW
An incompatibility between Stormshield Data Security Enterprise and the McAfee DLP add-in has
been resolved.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.4 SP1
New feature

Authority Manager
In the search criteria of the users list in the SDAM, it is now possible to filter search by user
identifiers, thanks to a .csv file.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.4 SP1
Fixes

Team

Support reference 158245CW
On Windows 10 1803, installing the Stormshield Data Teammodule no longer causes blue
screens whenever restarting the workstation.

Support reference 158451CW
Securing folders located at the root of a network share now works correctly.

Virtual Disk

Support reference 158357CW
On Windows 10 1803, using the Stormshield Data Virtual Disk no longer causes blue screens.

Support reference 158929CW
The compatibility of the Stormshield Data Virtual Disk module with VBOXSAVE files generated by a
version of SDS previous to 8.0.1 (formerly Security BOX) has been improved.

Authority Manager

Support reference 158222CW
A user with a RSA 1024-bit signature key can now be associated to a Gemalto MD840 card.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.4 New
features

Authority Manager
Stormshield Data Authority Manager is now compatible with Windows Server 2016.

Mail Outlook Edition 2013/2016
The new encryption learning feature allows Stormshield Data Mail Outlook Edition to automatically
enable encryption whenever users composemessages to recipients with whom they frequently
communicate securely.

Stormshield Data Mail Outlook Edition now makes it possible to send signed messages with an
opaque or detached signature, i.e., in plaintext. With detached signatures, messages can be read
by mail clients that do not support signature analysis. This feature can be configured in
Stormshield Data Authority Manager.

Sign
The hash algorithm RIPEMD-160 in the Stormshield Data Sign module has been replaced with the
more robust SHA-256 algorithm. Themodule now offers SHA-1 and SHA-256 algorithms.

The new "TmpFolder" parameter in the [Sign] section of the SBox.ini configuration file makes it
possible to specify a folder, which will be used as a work space for temporary files during co-
signature and counter-signature operations.

At the end of the process in which a document is signed, two new options will allow creating an
automatic email to inform collaborators that you have signed the document and/or appended a
signature.

Two parameters associated with the SBox.ini configuration file allow you to pre-select these
options: MailToNotifyCoWorkers and MailToAskForSignature.

Kernel
Themechanisms that verify certificates and monitor certificate revocation now run on OpenSSL
version 1.0.2m, enabling improved performance.

SDS accounts that had been created in version 9.1.4 or migrated to version 9.1.4 can no longer
be used with lower versions.

Technical documentation
A Quick Start Guide is now available for Stormshield Data Security Enterprise in your
MyStormshield area. It provides the user with instructions on how to install, configure and
operate the product.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.4 Fixes

Authority Manager

Support references 075421CW and 075632CW
In the [Algo] section of themanager.ini configuration file, SHA-256 can now be configured for
the HashDH parameter. For more information, refer to the Stormshield Data Authority Manager
User Guide.

Support reference 151863CW
Certificates for which the email address has not been entered in the Subject field will now be
exported to the local directory of a user account with a valid address, if it is available in the
Alternate Subject Name(s) field. Previously, the email address was set to <unknown>.

Suite

Support reference 152688CW
When a user account is being unblocked remotely, and when no backup password has been
defined in Stormshield Data Authority Manager, the user must enter his new password. If this
password does not adhere to password complexity requirements, the user can enter a new
password. Previously, the user would have had to start the remote unblocking procedure all over
again.

Support reference 152687CW
A fix has been applied to the certificate search feature, in cases where several LDAP directories
have been configured.

Support reference 153779CW
A fix has been applied to way in which the "ExeToCheck" parameter is managed in the
Stormshield Data File module, in cases where the names of several executable files have been
entered.

Support reference 155199CW
To repair defective installations in the Suite, you must now go to the Programs and Features
interface in the Windows control panel.

Themethod that the Suite installer offered would cause license configuration data to be lost.

Support reference 156436CW
A fix has been applied for the generation of self-certified certificates in order to accept the last day
of the certificate's validity if it is later than January 19, 2038. This issue had been occurring since
January 19, 2018 whenever a user would attempt to define a validity period of 20 years.
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Support reference 155297CW
In the Stormshield Data Security trusted address book, it is now possible to export certificate
groups or back up the whole address book even if a certificate belonging to a group has been
deleted from the directory.

Support reference 157022CW
Under Windows Server, installing a Stormshield Data Security Enterprise user account (.usi file)
can cause an error due to the security policy. Elevation of privilege is then required to continue if
the Windows user installing accounts do not have enough rights.

SmartFile Reader

Support reference 154009CW
The installation of SmartFile Reader has been upgraded with the addition of a DLL that embeds
2015 redistributables.

Mail (Outlook 2010 and higher)

Support reference 154901CW
Using themessage File > Share > Email > Send as attachment in Microsoft Word no longer causes
an error.

Disk

Support reference 154104CW
The encrypted volume creation wizard has been improved to shorten processing time.

Team

Support reference 152805CW
A fix have been made to clarify rights issues arising when applying a security policy on a files
tree structure.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.3 New
features

Mail Outlook Edition 2010/2013/2016
Microsoft Outlook 2016 is supported by Stormshield Data Mail Outlook Edition.

Stormshield Data Mail Outlook Edition now generates system events which can be viewed from
the Windows Event Viewer.

Mail Outlook Edition (all versions)
The MD5 signature algorithm is no longer supported to send e-mails. It is considered as too weak.
SHA-1 and SHA-256 algorithms only can be used.

Connector
The property "EnableScripting" which allows hiding dialog boxes when using Stormshield Data
Connector was moved in the registry base. It is now located in this directory:
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Arkoon\Security BOX Enterprise\Properties\Mail\.

We recommend you to use this new location. However the previous one
(HKLM\SOFTWARE\Arkoon\Security BOX Enterprise\Mail\) remains supported for backwards
compatibility reasons.

Programs using .NET APIs no longer require to be recompiled when the Stormshield Data Security
suite is updated. They are automatically updated as long as the new version of Stormshield Data
Connector does not imply changes of the interface (in this case, recompilation will be required).

Authority Manager
It is now possible to select the SHA-256 algorithm as the default signature algorithm in the Mail
Outlook Edition module.

Suite
In order to be consistent with the connection window to the Stormshield Data Security account,
when a user locks the SDS account, the unlock window displays now an icon indicating the type
of the active account (smart card or password).
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.3 Fixes

Mail Outlook Edition

Support reference 86577
The properties related to Stormshield Data Mail add-in no longer display when printing an
encrypted e-mail.

Support reference 87256
Sending secured e-mails with large attachments no longer arises exception of memory allocation.

Support reference 87089
If users have disabled the security of e-mails and open them in a new window, the Stormshield
Data Security connection window no longer displays in the case they are not connected to their
SDS account.

Support reference 84149
After completing the information in the connection window, the current action is no longer lost (for
example, opening a secured e-mail).

Event logging

Support reference 87307
Managing events according to group policies is now taken into account regardless of the local
policy.

Virtual Disk
When a new virtual disk was automatically mounted on a drive letter already used for another
disk automatically mounted, the new disk could not be used. Now the new one replaces the
previous one for automatic mounting.

Support reference 151055CW
A correction was made in order to lock the access to the virtual disk in some cases, for example
when the smart card used to connect to the SDS account has been removed during the
hibernation of the workstation.

File

Support reference 86165
A corruption issue when encrypting files of more than 2 Gb with the SmartFile tool was fixed.

Support reference 151055CW
If Stormshield Data File is driven with scripts through a console (for example PowerShell), a
correction was made in order to avoid themodule to freeze when the executable SBFCMD.exe was
run toomany times.
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Kernel
A correction was made in order to manage the ProxyAddresses field in the LDAP requests sent by
Stormshield Data Security. For more information, refer to the [Directory] section in the Stormshield
Data Security Administration guide.

Sign

Support reference 151155CW
A correction was made to the Stormshield Data Sign signature book. Now a signature which is
valid at a given time cannot become invalid in the future, after the certificate or the revocation list
expires.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.2 Fixes

Team
Accessing Libre Office and Open Office files no longer causes Stormshield Data Security
Enterprise execution errors.

Authority Manager
When Stormshield Data Authority Manager was configured in English, an HTML error could occur
when generating custom installation packages.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.1 New
features

SDAM
The Diffie-Hellman groups 1, 2 and 5 corresponding to the key sizes 768, 1024 and 1536 bits
have been replaced by the recommended groups 5, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 corresponding to the
key sizes 1536, 2048, 3072, 4096, 6144 and 8192 bits. These groups are used for the
protection of exchanges between the administrator workstation and the Stormshield Data
Security (SDS) server.

It is now possible to select the Stormshield Data Connector module when generating the setup
procedure. For more information, refer to the section Customizing the installation in the
Stormshield Data Authority Manager user guide.

It is no longer possible to select the Safe component when configuring an account template. For
more information, refer to the section User Management in the Stormshield Data Authority
Manager user guide.

Suite
"Stormshield Data Security" has been replaced by "Stormshield Data Security" in the name of the
installation packages for versions 32 bits, 64 bits, EXE and MSI.

For example the name of the package “Stormshield Data Security 9.1 FRA Release x86.msi” is
now: “Stormshield Data Security Suite 9.1.1 FRA Release x86.msi”.

Prior installation of .NET Framework 4.5.2 is required to install Stormshield Data Security.

Connector
Stormshield Data Connector is a new component of Stormshield Data Security. It is a programming
interface allowing the use of SDS Suite. The available commands cover:

l Stormshield Data File

l Stormshield Data Virtual Disk

l Stormshield Data Team

l Stormshield Data Mail Outlook Edition

l The users' trusted address book

Mail Outlook 2010/2013 Edition
When sending an e-mail, it is now possible to automatically import the recipients' certificates from
the LDAP directory to the local address book thanks to the parameter
SilentImportTrustedLdapCert in the [Mail] section of the SBox.ini configuration file.
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The user keyring now includes a tab to manage OpenPGP keys. These keys are used by the
component Stormshield Data Mail Outlook Edition.

It is now possible to read e-mails secured by a messaging software supporting OpenPGP protocol
(format PGP/MIME and PGP Partitioned). You need to import first the adequate OpenPGP
decryption keys in the user keyring.

We do not support PGPmailing.

The button Remove security in the component Mail Outlook Edition has been renamed Disable
security.

The registry key used to enable themanagement of the SDMail Outlook Edition add-in with the SD
Connector component is now written when installing the SDMail Outlook Edition component.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1.1 Fixes

File
An error occurred when a file was excluded from encryption.

When the encryption or decryption list in the SDS account properties contained files, an error
could occur when connecting or disconnecting from the SDS account.

Additional audits about adding/removing coworkers associated to the encrypted file have been
added in the event viewer.

Mail Outlook Edition

Support reference 85266
An error occurred when opening a .msg twice in a row.

Support reference 85291
When the user connected to the SDS account while sending an encrypted e-mail, an error could
occur.

Under certain conditions, in particular when answering an e-mail in the reading pane, canceling
the connection to the SDS account could decrypt the e-mail to which the user was answering.

The connection window could display randomly when canceling the connection to the SDS
account to send an encrypted answer or forward an encrypted e-mail.

Support reference 84976
When opening an encrypted e-mail, an error could display and the encrypted e-mail was empty.

After selecting a security option (sign/encrypt) in a new e-mail whereas the user was not
connected to Stormshield Data Security, the editing pane previously located in front of the
window of another application could display in the background as soon as the connection to
Stormshield Data Security was effective.

An e-mail with a detached signature no longer warned that the signature had not been verified
when the SDS account was disconnected.

A warning message now indicates that the SHA 512 signature of an e-mail cannot be checked.

Team
Displaying the properties of a secured folder could crash Windows Explorer.
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The window allowing saving a file which one of the coworkers is revoked has been improved.

The event log "The user is not part of the users allowed for the rule" incorrectly displayed.

In order to improve the compatibility with Stormshield Endpoint Security, rights requested to get
the list of the running applications have been harmonized.

Support reference 84784
In some cases, on a network share, closing or saving a Microsoft Office document could freeze for
several seconds.

The SkipApp parameter in the sbox.ini file could not support more than 256 characters.

Virtual Disk
When creating secured volumes, multimedia folders were listed among the available volumes in
the properties of the SDS account.

After dismounting a Virtual Disk volume, a blue screen could occur when shutting down the
workstation.

The Virtual Disk volume name was never automatically updated when the volume was mounted.
In some cases, this only happened when mounting the volume for the first time.

The recovery account was displayed in the properties of a Virtual Disk volume. Now the recovery
account of the connected user is no longer displayed.

Address book
When importing a backup in the address book, customized data were not all taken into account if
the operation of retrieving customization was suspended.

The application could be blocked if certificates were removed from the address book during the
update of certificates state.

It is now possible to open the certificate details window by pressing the Enter key when a
certificate is selected. Pressing again the Enter key closes the details window. If the user made
any modification, there are saved.

Kernel
Connection to the LDAP directory is now based by default on the version 3 of the protocol. The
use of the version 2 of the protocol can be forced thanks to the parameter LDAPVersion in the
[Logon] section of the SBox.ini configuration file.
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Stormshield Data Security Suite now meets the cryptographic recommendations requiring to no
longer choose key sizes lower than 2048 bits when creating a new user or renewing a key.

The lockout settings of the SDS account were not properly managed when the workstation was
manually put into sleep mode.

Support reference 85816
An error 125 blocking the account occurred when a smart card SDS account was unlocked, on a
laptop removed from a docking station.

After the hibernation period of a workstation using a SDS card account, the card was no longer
detected.

The lockout and disconnection settings of the SDS account were not properly managed when the
workstation was put into sleep mode after an application issue.

Support reference 85271
The feature for sending events generated by the product to a server was not operational.

When inserting a card or a token in the reader, a pop-up window requesting the PIN code
displayed but was not always in the foreground. It is now systematically in the foreground.

In some cases, it was no longer possible to connect again to Stormshield Data Security after
disconnecting.

A registry entry pointed to a Stormshield Data Security DLL which did not exist. This entry has
been removed.

In the Configuration tab of the user Properties, if a component is selected, pressing the Enter key
opens the properties of this component.

When more than one card are connected to the same workstation at the same time, removing one
of them locks the SDS user account, even if the card removed was not the card used by the user
to connect. This behavior occurs if:

l The SDS user account is set to be locked when a card or token is removed (refer to the section
Setting action on card withdrawal in the Installation and implementation guide).

l The configuration parameter SlotFilterOn is not defined (refer to [SlotFilter] section in the
Administration guide).

The certificate export wizard stopped working with some types of certificates.

When replacing a middleware, the format of the smart card serial number changes and it could
prevent from connecting to the SDS user account associated. SDS now properly supports the
modification of the serial number format.
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Group policies for Stormshield Data Security are now managed at the user level and no longer at
themachine level.

Setup
A licensing key for the SDS suite was considered as valid on a server operating system.

Authority Manager
The icon associated to the feature for unblocking SDS account has been modified to match the
new Stormshield Data Security graphic charter.

In certain versions of Internet Explorer, the display of the certificate footprints was truncated in
the details of the certificate.

The display could be defective when performing one of the operations available in the
synchronization with an LDAP directory menu.

Support reference 86390
Some screens for the Stormshield Data Security setup customization did not consider some
check boxes.

Sign
The .p7f files were not associated to the Sign Signature book.

Shredder
The display of some properties of an element of the cleanup list could be truncated.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1 New
features

Suite
The name and the graphic charter of the software have been renewed.

Kernel
It is now possible to export the certificates address book with its customization.

It is now possible to configure several types of smart card/token and to select one from the
notification area in the taskbar.

It is now possible to filter encryption and signature keys to be used (according to the certificate
issuer) during automatic account creation.

File
It is now possible to add or delete a correspondent of a file encrypted with the File component.
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Stormshield Data Security Enterprise 9.1 Fixes

File
Dragging and dropping a file with a right click and requesting a decryption could make the
application crash.

The information reported in an event log dealing with the file encryption for correspondents has
been fixed.

As the File application is no longer available, the setting for deactivating the File component
menus in the contextual menu has been removed from the Stormshield Data Security account
(SDS). The File application icon is no longer available on the desktop.

Mail Outlook Edition
An error occurred when opening secured e-mails containing several attachments with the same
names and including special characters.

In some cases, an error blocked the opening of an encrypted e-mail with a detached signature.

If an e-mail address was added in the subjectAltName field of a user certificate, and if this
certificate was renewed, the LDAP search of this certificate by its alternate address did not work.

Support reference 84217
It was not possible to open some old signed e-mails which relied on the OID (Object IDentifier)
identifier of the signature algorithm.

An error could occur when a session was locked while an e-mail was being encrypted.

An error could occur when a smart card was disconnected while an e-mail was being decrypted.

Support reference 85002
In some cases, information could be lost when sending a secured e-mail based on a .msg e-mail
template.

Support reference 85022
In the case of a plain text e-mail, an error could occur when opening an attachment which name
included special characters (for example: }).

Support reference 84976
The opening of signed e-mails has been fixed.
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Support reference 85110
An error occurred when right-clicking an e-mail in the results of an advanced search in Microsoft
Outlook.

Under certain conditions, Microsoft could consider an encrypted e-mail as empty if SDS was not
installed on the workstation.

The encryption and signature icons were pixelated when the Windows display settings were set
to 125% or 150% (high resolution tablet and mobile phone).

A pop-up window warning that modifying a secured e-mail was denied could display
unexpectedly.

Sign

Support reference 84500
One setting of the Sign component was not considered when deploying an account.

Team
A fix about rules attack has been made.

In the SDAM, in the template configuration, the text of the options about access rights to an
encrypted file has been modified.

The event log "The user is not part of the users allowed for the rule" incorrectly displayed.

An issue related to the Microsoft Security Essentials software which could cause a BSOD has
been fixed.

Modifying a certificate hash was considered as a file corruption. It is now reported to the user as a
rule attack.

An event log about the access to the properties of a Team rule by a revoked user when the
network connection was not available has been fixed.

Incorrect event logs could display when browsing secured folders.

In some cases, accessing a secured folder was not possible if the CRL was not available whereas
this case was authorized in the configuration.

After restoring a rule (after an attack) on a folder with a Unicode name, the corresponding event
log was not complete.

Event logs reported when securing a folder were not always correct.
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Support reference: 69961
Themanagement of the deletion of a rule's owners has been fixed.

When running a Windows search in the folders indexed by the system, only folders were
displayed in the search results. Files were ignored.

Disk
Creating a new Disk volume required formatting before opening the volume for the first time.

When locking the Windows session, the images inserted in a Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 file could
be removed. Disk volumes are now considered as removable devices by default. It is possible to
come back to the previous behavior by adding the parameter MountAsRemovable=0 to the [Disk]
section of the Sbox.ini file (to have a recycle bin on the Disk volume for instance).

Address book
The automatic address book update based on the LDAP directory did not work when the new
certificate of a user contained several e-mail addresses whereas the old certificate stored in the
address book had only one address.

The certificates containing several e-mail addresses could be added several times in the trusted
address book.

Importing a .p7b file containing hundreds of certificates by dragging and dropping could take
several minutes.

Kernel
In some cases, it was no longer possible to connect again to SDS Enterprise after disconnecting.

A certificate exported on a USB key mounted in RDP displayed twice.

A registry entry pointed to a SDS Enterprise DLL which did not exist. This entry has been removed.

Support reference: 84296 and 85105
The crash of the revocation controller when the CRL download point was an LDAP address without
host name has been fixed.

When exporting certificates in the address book, the default path of the export file is now pre-
filled.

The numbers of the event logs were not the same in the software and the Administration guide.
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The event log reporting that a rule was applied on a USB key after it was disconnected did not
display.

The errors reported about the automatic account creation have been improved.

It is now possible to see the content of a certificate without having to import it in the Suite.

The icons of the File and Sign components displayed as pixelated when the icon display size
was big.

When the Windows setting for the size of the elements was set to more than 100%, the SDS icon
in the taskbar displayed as pixelated .

Authority Manager

Support reference: 84667
Creating users from a .csv file is now possible with or without the "description" field.

In the setup customization, checking the option "Allow automatic account creation" automatically
allows now the connection with a card account.

Distributing an account on a network share caused an error.

Support reference: 82990
Special characters are no longer removed in the e-mail content when distributing a .usx or a .usi.

Support reference: 84952
From a 64-bit workstation without Microsoft Office 32 bits, the connection to the SDAMwith the
SDS account failed.
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Contact
To contact our Stormshield Technical Assistance Center (TAC):

l https://mystormshield.eu/
All requests to technical support must be submitted through the incident manager in the
private-access area https://mystormshield.eu, under Technical support > Manage cases.

l +33 (0) 9 69 329 129
In order for us to provide high-quality service, you are advised to use this communication
method only to follow up on incidents that have been created earlier on
https://mystormshield.eu.
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